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Power It Up

Virtual Science Fair Example 



Big Question 
What type of energy source (wind power, solar power, or battery power) will move a 
bristlebot the furthest? Will wind-powered pinwheels connected to the bristlebot, a 

solar power circuit, or a copper wire circuit move it the most? 

Image from :https://www.memuk.org/construction-infrastructure/oil-gas/reliable-energy-sources-43509



•Wind power 
Wind power is the use of the wind’s kinetic energy to generate electricity or mechanical power. 
The use of wind power to pump water and grind grain has been around for centuries. 
The arms of the windmill is turned by the force of the wind, which causes a drag, and in turn the motion is then converted into mechanical 
power to turn a wheel (Magnetics, 2018) 

•Renewable resources 
Renewable energy is sustainable, clean energy harvested from sources that do not go away because of peoples use. 
 Non-renewable energy sources, like oil, coal and natural gas, can run out and are not able to be used again.  
Harvesting energy from the Sun and wind today will not result in less sunshine or wind tomorrow (National Renewable Energy Laboratory) 
Renewable resources are great because we can keep using them over and over and are cleaner for the air and future of the Earth.  

•Bristle Bots 
The bristlebot uses a small electric motor to move. In order to power the motor, the robot also needs a battery. By connecting the battery to 
the motor, an electrical circuit is complete.  
A tiny weight inside the motor spin, causing it to vibrate. When the motor vibrates, it causes the robot to shake and buzz. (Science Buddies, 
2018)

Research



Hypothesis

 My guess is that wind power will move the bristlebot the 
furthest. I think this because wind will be hard and fast and it 
will move the bot the hardest and furthest. Wind power is 
strong and renewable. 



Materials
Windpower 
• Black foam paper 
• nail 
• Straws 
• pencil eraser 
• Skewer sticks 
• chip clip 
• large scrub brush 
• fan 
• tape 

Solar power 
• Solar power garden light 

cells 
• Remote control car motor-

Traxxas 7.5 volt motor 
• solar AA patteries (4) 
• 4 copper wires  
• straws 
• skewer sticks 
• Axle- all thread 10/24 pole 
• 1.5 inch gear

Copper wire circuit 
• copper tape 
• 4 1.5v button batteries 
• Remote control car 

motor-Traxxas 7.5 volt 
motor 

• large scrub brush 
• Axle- all thread 10/24 

pole 
• straws



Procedure: Windpower

1. Create pinwheel out of thin foam paper by cutting into a 
square. each corner is cut 3 1/2 inches from corner to 
center. Secure with a nail.  

2. Attach nail to a straw and put skewer stick through straw 
to the nail. 

3. Attach second skewer stick through a straw.  
4. Attached a scrub brush that had been cut off at the bristles 

to the opposite end of the second skewer stick.  
5. Put the sharp end of the  second skewer stick through the 

bottom of the star and stick for the pinwheel.   
6. Test pinwheel at 6” from fan 5 times.  
7. Placed pinwheel design and 6 inches away from fan.  
8. Dipped bristles of scrub brush in paint to see which wind 

speed would move the bristle bot the furthest. 



Procedure: Solar Power

1.Create pinwheel out of thin foam paper by cutting into a 
square. each corner is cut 3 1/2 inches from corner to center. 
Secure with a nail.  

2.Attach nail to a straw and put skewer stick through straw to 
the nail. 

3.Attach second skewer stick through a straw.  
4.Attached a scrub brush that had been cut off at the bristles 

to the opposite end of the second skewer stick.  
5.Put the sharp end of the  second skewer stick through the 

bottom of the star and stick for the pinwheel.   
6.Test pinwheel at 6” from fan 5 times.  
7.Placed pinwheel design and 6 inches away from fan.  
8.Dipped bristles of scrub brush in paint to see which wind 

speed would move the bristle bot the furthest. 



Procedure: Copper Wire Circuit

1.Create circuit with copper tape. Motor is in the 
middle of the circuit, with 2 batteries at each end. 
Positive end of batteries attached to first part of the 
circuit with negative side of 2 batteries attached at 
end of circuit.  

2.Thread 1.5 inch gear to 10/24 wire. Attach motor 
and gear 

3.Close circuit by placing the positive and negative 
end of wires to motor.  

4.Dip bristles of scrub brush in paint to see how far 
the bristle bot goes.



Results and Data: What did I See?
*Solar power moved the furthest with an average of 4 5/8 inches.  
*Wind power moved the second most with an average of 4 1/16 
inches.  

*Copper battery operated moved the least with an average of 3 
3/8 inches.  

The results show that the my original thought was wrong. I 
thought wind power would move the most but because the motor 
with the bigger powered batteries produced the most power. 



in 
inches

Test 1 2 3 4 5 Avg.

wind 
power

4 5/8 3 1/8 4 1/2 3 7/8 4 4 1/16

solar 
power

3 3/8 4 5/8 3 1/2 6 5/8 5 1/8 4 5/8

copper 
battery

3 3/8 3 3 3/4 3 3/8 3 3/8 3 3/8
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 Through the process, I learned that solar power moved the bristlebot the furthest. The paint was spread the 
furthest with solar power and the motor an average of 4 5/8 inches. I think the reason it worked the best was because 
the motor spinning allowed the bot to move the most.  

 I was the most surprised that the wind power was not the furthest because I thought the fan moving the pinwheel 
so fast would move it the most. The average was 4 1/16 inches. Last year, when I tried just the pinwheel it moved 
very fast and I could see it move the britslebot far. When I tried it this year, it did not move that far but the solar 
powered circuit moved the bristle bot the most.  

 I learned that the copper circuit did not work as well as I thought. The batteries were not able to produce as much 
power to make it move. With the solar power I used AA solar power batteries, but I used much smaller batteries with 
the copper circuit. Those batteries were not able to make as much power and the motor could not spin as fast. It 
spread the paint the shortest average at 3 3/8 inches. 

Conclusion
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